
he extension will take place from 12 to 18 June 2023 in the most characteristic towns of Umbria with scheduled
trips with the campers of the participants reaching the cities of Gubbio, Perugia, Orvieto, Bevagna. Some ex-

cursions are provided by bus with a guide in the cities of Spoleto, at the Marmore Falls and Lake Trasimeno.

Participants in the extension will be divided into several groups, each of which no more than 50 campers grouped as far
as possible by country and club.

Bus trips with a guide will also be provided for groups, bringing together as far as possible the participants by country and
by club.

The scheduled trips will touch the same places for all members but will be made with differentiated visit chronology with
the beginning and end of the "Extension" from different locations.

HISTORY OF VISITS OF THE FIRST GROUP:

u Arrival of the crews in the city of Gubbio. 
u Parking of campers in the car park made available by the Camper Club Gubbio, equipped with "camper-service" (em-

ptying of gray water, emptying toilet and filling with water). 
u Guided tour of the city.
u Gubbio is a city that creates a strong landscape emotion. Founded by the ancient Umbrians and developed considerably

in the Roman period, it still preserves its strong historical and architectural character assumed in the medieval period.
This pretty little town located at the foot of a mountain, preserves intact architectural elements from all these periods.
Of particular interest are the Roman Amphitheater, the medieval Hanging Square of Palazzo dei Consoli, the Ducal Pa-
lace, the Cathedral and many other architectural realities. 

u Guided tours and folkloric performances will be provided.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.

u Arrival of the crews in the city of Perugia.
u Parking of campers in the parking lot made available by the Municipality of Perugia.
u Travel to the historic center.
u Guided tour of the city.
u It is impossible to visit Umbria without knowing Perugia, the regional capital. The main monuments of the city demon-

strate its Etruscan past as well as the medieval typologies of its architecture. The urban conformation of the historic
center is significant with streets and squares that have a present-day layout almost identical to the ancient Etruscan and
Roman vestiges.

u Guided tours will be provided.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.

u Arrival of the crews in the city of Orvieto.
u Parking of campers in the parking lot made available by the Municipality, equipped with “camper-service”.
u Guided tour of the city.
u The first traces of human occupation in Orvieto date back to the 9th century BC. Traces of it can be found in the caves

dug into the tuff and on which the current city stands. The Etruscans settled in this territory until its annexation in the
third century, to the Roman Empire.
With the decline of the Western Roman Empire, during the Middle Ages, most of the monuments of Orvieto were built
including the splendid Cathedral built in 1263.

u In the afternoon free visit of Orvieto.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.
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u Arrival of the crews in the village of Bevagna.
u Parking of campers in the car park made available by the Municipality of Bevagna, equipped with “camper-service”.
u Guided tour of the city in collaboration with local associations and the Municipality of Bevagna.
u Bevagna is one of the most beautiful historic villages in Italy, its origins certainly date back to the Umbrian and Etruscan

times. The Romans were the first to give the city its name. Bevagna is located on the edge of the Foligno plain, near
Assisi, on the slopes of the hills planted with olive groves and characterized by the famous vineyards.

u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.

u Transfer to Gualdo Cattaneo in the “Red Water Park”.
u Parking of campers in the parking lot of the Acqua Rossa Park, equipped with “camper-service”.
u Welcome drink.
u Free day for the relaxation of the members.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.

u In the morning at 8:30 am transfer by bus for a guided tour of the Marmore Falls and the city of Spoleto.
u The Marmore Falls is located near the city of Terni. It shows a spectacular artificial water fall from a staggering 165 me-

ters high. The Marmore Falls, built by the ancient Romans, consists of three jumps, is the highest in Italy and is the
highest artificial fall in Europe.

u Packed lunch break with bag offered by the organization.
u Spoleto is an important Roman city located in the southern part of the Umbrian region, in the center of Italy.

The city has several important monuments including a Roman theater, an imposing fortress, a Cathedral and several im-
portant churches.

u Return in the late afternoon to the “Parco dell’Acqua Rossa”.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.

u In the morning at 8:30 transfer by bus to Lake Trasimeno with guided visits to Passignano and Castiglione del Lago. 
u Passignano is surrounded by medieval walls while the new part of the town was built outside the walls, along the shore

of the lake. Unfortunately, numerous buildings in the city were bombed during the Second World War. In any case, the
new town of Passignano will offer you a beautiful view of Lake Trasimeno.

u Castiglione del Lago is the largest city of those overlooking the water. Particularly interesting is its intact historic center
and the landscape views of Lake Trasimeno.

u Packed lunch break offered by the organization.
u Return in the late afternoon to the “Parco dell’Acqua Rossa”.
u The crews will spend the night in the parking lot.
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